Homicide Update - Fountainhead Court Apts

Victim’s name: Aaron Davis

The victim, 25 year old, Aaron Anthony Davis, DOB 6/28/90, was involved in an altercation with another resident when the incident escalated and Davis was shot multiple times. The victim was transported to Bayfront Health St. Petersburg by ambulance where he died as a result injuries sustained during the altercation.

Several witnesses have been interviewed at this time, and detectives are still in the process of interviewing additional witnesses who have come forward. Anyone with additional information is asked to contact Detective Daniel Cruz @893-4964.

--------------previous release--------------

St. Petersburg police is at the scene of a shooting death

Earlier this evening, an altercation occurred between two men at the Fountainhead Court Apts, 600 40th St. N. One man pulled out a gun and shot the victim, an African-American man in his early 20's. He died from his injuries.

Police are looking for the suspect, but only have a limited description.